2022 BRAIN BOOSTING Summer Camps!
Register at discoverykidslv.org

Come play and learn with us this summer! Bring your curiosity and sense of wonder as you join Museum Educators for brain boosting camps that focus on science, art and more! Have fun, avoid the summer slide, and transition back into the school year ready to learn.

Week long sessions are offered Monday through Friday from 9:00am - 2:00pm for children ages 6 - 8 and children ages 9 - 11.

Lunch is not provided with the Summer Camp Experience. Campers must bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

Member Admission
$260.00 per camp

General Admission
$280.00 per camp

CAMP DETAILS

May 30 - June 3
9:00am – 2:00pm
CREATIVE CODING WITH DISCOVERY & VEGAS PBS
AGES 6 – 8 | Maximum Registrants: 15
DISCOVERY and Vegas PBS team up to take you through an exciting adventure of coding and the foundations of computational thinking. Program your own interactive stories and games using the popular ScratchJr program during this engaging camp.

May 30 - June 3
9:00 am – 2:00 pm
TINKER WITH TECH
AGES 9 – 11 | Maximum Registrants: 8
Learn how CAD software is used in architecture, engineering, and video games while applying the steps of the design thinking process to create original designs in TinkerCAD and build 3D-printed inventions.

June 6 – June 10
9:00 am – 2:00 pm
MASTERING ARTISTIC METHODS
AGES 6 – 8 | Maximum Registrants: 15
AGES 9 – 11 | Maximum Registrants: 15
Join us and explore master artists throughout history. Experiment with art materials, build new skills, learn art techniques, discover art movements, and launch your imagination during engaging classes led by creative teaching artists.

June 13 – June 17
9:00 am – 2:00 pm
PREHISTORY MYSTERY: DINOSAURS & MEGAFAUNA
AGES 6 – 8 | Maximum Registrants: 15
AGES 9 – 11 | Maximum Registrants: 15
Journey back in time to a prehistoric paradise! Unearth ancient fossils and encounter unfamiliar landscapes. Investigate paleontology and natural history while learning about ancient marine life, dinosaurs and other creatures that roamed the land and sea from the Triassic to the Pleistocene periods.
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CAMP DETAILS CONTINUED

June 20 – June 24
9:00 am – 2:00 pm

RIVETING ROBOTICS
AGES 6 – 8 | Maximum Registrants: 15
AGES 9 – 11 | Maximum Registrants: 15
Engage in engineering, teamwork, and innovative thinking as you explore the world of robotics. Build robots, learn basic coding, practice driving skills, and engage in friendly matches during this interactive and collaborative camp.

June 27 – July 1
9:00 am – 2:00 pm

DARING DESIGNERS
AGES 6 – 8 | Maximum Registrants: 15
AGES 9 – 11 | Maximum Registrants: 15
Adventure into the world of design and put your creativity and critical thinking to the test as you use a variety of tools and techniques to design, build and test innovative creations.

July 4 – July 8
9:00 am – 2:00 pm

BUDDING BIOLOGISTS
AGES 6 – 8 | Maximum Registrants: 15
AGES 9 – 11 | Maximum Registrants: 15
Join us for an in-depth exploration of human anatomy and physiology, investigate the natural world and its diverse ecology, and learn about animals through hands-on interactions and specimen dissections.

July 11 – July 15
9:00 am – 2:00 pm

SPECTACULAR SPACE
AGES 6 – 8 | Maximum Registrants: 15
AGES 9 – 11 | Maximum Registrants: 15
Discover the depths of our mysterious universe while exploring the scientific achievements of both earthinglings and robots in space. Design your own rocket ship, sample astronaut cuisine, enjoy hands-on explorations of gravitational forces and more!

July 18 – July 22
9:00 am – 2:00 pm

COOL CHEMISTS
AGES 6 – 8 | Maximum Registrants: 15
AGES 9 – 11 | Maximum Registrants: 15
Explore cool concoctions and crazy reactions as we safely explore the elements of chemistry. Use your scientific skills to observe, experiment, and make predictions while engaging in mad science!